
COMMON SEAWEEDS. ' l i  

SEVERE storm has been raging for j 
several days on our shores, and no , 
ship has dared to c m  the Pent- 5 
land. To-day a great calm has 4 
fallen upon the face of the waters, j 
and the sun shines clear in the sky. i 
A walk by the seashore on such 
a morning will afford an excellent 
opportunity for collecting speci- 

mens of our seaweeds, and for studying their life-
lliily. 

Here they lie in all their varied colours, strewn 
on the beach like autumn leaves in a forest Now 
is our chance to secure some of those rare and 
beautiful weeds that grow in the deeper water, 
and have been torn off and driven ashore by the 
wavea I£ pressed and dried with care, they will 
remain things of beauty for long. For this purpose 
we use squares of stiff paper or card, on which 
we spread them out carefully under water. When 
pressed, they will adhere to the paper by means of 
the mucilage which they contain. 

The delicate fern-like or feathery fronds of those 
red ueaweeds will compare in beauty with the best 
of our flowering plants. This is all the more wonder- 
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fd when we consider their' lowly origin. For the[ of the A%@, to which the seaweeds belong, 
gh $he oldest and most 'primitive of all the families 
' 0,880 23 
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of the famous Oulf-weed 
'ita name to the S 
to have cheered 

bladders, each on a, separate brmnch. 

Now let us' turn our attention to the 


which we find 


miniature forest of tiny weeds 

pretty green algse, some with broad, fia 

great vdue in keeping the water pure, owing to 
amount of oxygen which they give out 

Farther down on the beach the rocks are.& 
thickly with algm of an olive-brown colour. 
mcks, indeed, would fare much worse in a s 
the seaweeds were not there to protect them, 
graea protects the soil of the fielda 

Look more olosely at those big brown ma-
and you will notice' that the most Oommon , 
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d)has little globular air-bladaers 
h-pairs along its flat, smooth-edged fronda 
e has a distinct midrib, and where it di-

e all the Fncus group, it splits into two equal 
ea On some of the little end branchea you 
e a yellowish swell i i  dotted over with minute 
and pores. These swellings are receptacles 

the eggs and sperms, which are contained 
ities under each projecting hob .  M a y  

eeds produce their 'fruit in winter, when the 
*plants are sleeping and the fieldsare bars 
e microscopic sperms correspond to the pollen 

ggs to the ovules of the flowering plank 
is one wonderful difference. The sperms 

can move about freely by means of 
little projecting threads or cilia When the tide 
t, both eggs and sperms come to the door of 
little houses by the help of the mucilage in 

ch they float; and when the sea comes back 
arms of theae sperms swim away and wriggle 

t, till one of them comes in contact with an 
It adheres to and fuses with the egg, which 

becomes fertilized, and is then able to give rise 
, a young plant. A similar pmxm goes on in all 

plants of the Fucus group. 
's one with notched or serrated edges ( F w  
, and without air-bladders; there another 

own to very schoolboy as the "bell tang" 
*(TW ncxh&f, with large air-bladders in the 

p&ntre line of the frond, and yellow fruit-bodias1 	.each on a branch of its .own, without any trace of 
hidrib. 

! The air-bladders of the seaweeda are natural bnoye, 
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by means of which the plants are kept e m  
water. The muoilage which makes t71w.d eo 
to walk over is of the utmmt irn 
protects .them from drought when 
uncovered by the tide. seaweeds are v 
in their structuue, and have no true 
or leavea They do not need such 
part of their body is in contact with &e a 

which wntaina their food-supply. 
What are thke  tufts of reddiah-brown' 

growing all over the fronds of this Fucns? 
is a red seaweed (Polysiphqnia),which often 
its home under the shelter of a more hardy 
In the red alga the sperms have no cilia, and 
move about of themselves, but the egga have 
long thread, corresponding to the stigma of the 
plats, and ai.,pimt this thread the sperms arc 
by currents of water. 

The little Fucus known as " teeting tang " ( 
d ~ E u s )ought not to be passed unheede 
is often much relished by sheep and cattle. 
may know i t  by its greenish-brown wlour an 
the diatinct groove on one side all along its 1 
It is found ouly in the upper part of the " 
Another interesting plant of this group m y  be 
on the large rocks nearer low-water m k .  
called the "swthong " (Hiwrnthalia hea) ,  
its fructifioation grows out from ,a button-
base into long, forked, thong-like branchea 

I£ the tide is far out, we shall be able to s 
bp of the "red-ware" standing out of the 
and some of the tangles will be quite dry. 
tangles belong to the Lamharia group, the 





m y they cling to the - d o t e  

holdftwk, which have weathered 


' A n  interesting feature in 
manner of growth. The growing +oli-liel 
junction of the s tdk with the blade. ..Yon 
find a specimen in WE&the old bhde q; 
pushed away on thk end of the young one 
be broken off snd cast adrift by the wavea 
itielf is p e r e d ,  but in a q e  kinds of: 
(Lamina& digitah, for example) the blade ia 
torn into &reda before it is thrown oE 

edible seaweeds. Do you see this bright wad 
plant growing under the shelter of %he thetgngles f: 
is the common duke (Rhodywnkz p&); 
may often be seen for sale on the streets 
cities. Examine it well and taste it, and yo 
be able to recognize i t  in future, however m 
may vary in form or c o h .  But do not eat: 
much of it, for it is said to be somewhat indiges 

Another edible seaweed which has been w i  

d as an invalid food may be found in the 1 

part of the 'ebb," often dnder we shelter of 

plank This is the Irish m w  or carrageen 

dmu +). It is fleahy and pink in col 

jelly is made from i t  which is considered 

delicacy. 

The purple laver ( P q h y m )  perhaps the m 

valuable of the seaweeds as a food, and ia aaid : 
sell at a high price in Yokohama In  form,^ 
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of seaweed is to serve-as : 
mollnsos, crustaceans;. and 

The "plankton " of the iernurface-minute 
alp- very important in this wa$ 

is :to the '.land animal4 the marine a&p li 
the sea When driven 
cut down b y  the once I. 

hook," the larger seaweeds are much wed 
~ 

for field crop They thus repay the debt 
c e  for any portion of their food that may &ve 
originally from the dv. land. 

returning from our walk let us kul~ 

small boat from its "nonat " and take a - '  

-eye view of the seaweeds in their natural ;'
.tab. T h r ~ u g h  the clear water beneath us we 
j& the strange ehapes of the submerged vege- 

n extends along its whole surface. In 

ctnre it is a hollow tube divided into lm 


s, variety of coloums and shades we see a9 

look down on this wonderful submarine soen 

notice that mr high-water mark green is 
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predominant eolour, and that the low 
mostly brown, while here at low-water 
beyo& it, as well as under the shelter of 
wracks and tangles, shadea of red p m v d  
the depth of thirty or forty fathom 
extremely rare, owing t o  the want of 
seebottom : seaweeds, like other plank, 
in their food in darknesa 

Notwithstanding their varied tiite, th;~ 
mental colour of d seaweeds is green, as you, 
prove for yourselvea by boiling a few brown 
mens, or soaking them for some time in £resh.m 
You will find that the other colouring mat- 
dissolved out, and only the green is left. The" 
or brown 'pigments are probably o_f use in a, 
or in protecting the green wlouring matter, 
phyll, in its important work of aesimilnting tl 
material. 


